It is now established that attention influences working memory (WM) at multiple processing stages. This liaison between attention and WM poses several interesting empirical questions. Notably, does attention impact WM via its influences on early perceptual processing? If so, what are the critical factors at play in this attention-perception-WM interaction. I review recent data from our laboratory utilizing a variety of techniques (electroencephalography (EEG), functional MRI (fMRI) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)), stimuli (features and complex objects), novel experimental paradigms, and research populations (younger and older adults), which converge to support the conclusion that top-down modulation of visual cortical activity at early perceptual processing stages (100-200 ms after stimulus onset) impacts subsequent WM performance. Factors that affect attentional control at this stage include cognitive load, task practice, perceptual training, and aging. These developments highlight the complex and dynamic relationships among perception, attention, and memory.
Introduction
"The true art of memory is the art of attention." -Samuel Johnson (1759) As appreciated by British author Samuel Johnson over 250 years ago, memory and attention are intricately interwoven. Today, it is known that the relationship between memory and attention is bidirectional and multifaceted. The goal of this review is to focus only on that which is elegantly depicted by Johnson -the influence that attention has on memory, specifically, on working memory (WM) performance. WM is a theoretical construct that defines our ability to maintain and manipulate information in mind for brief periods * (Baddeley, 2003) . It has been shown that selective attention, the ability to focus our cognitive resources on information that is relevant to our goals, influences WM at multiple stages of processing. This includes the preparatory period before a memory task (Bollinger, Rubens, Zanto, & Gazzaley, 2010; Schmidt, Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2002) , the selection and encoding of stimuli when encountered (Vogel & Machizawa, 2004; Vogel, McCollough, & Machizawa, 2005) , the maintenance of relevant information in mind (Awh, Jonides, & Reuter-Lorenz, 1998; Jha, 2002; Postle, Awh, Jonides, Smith, & D'Esposito, 2004) and memory retrieval (Theeuwes, Kramer, & Irwin, 2010) . To better understand the relationship between attention and WM, it is necessary to consider the timing of attentional influences on stimulus processing and determine how this impacts subsequent memory. This is reminiscent of the long-standing debate that questioned if attentional selection targeted early perceptual stages of sensory processing (within 200 ms after stimulus onset) or later
